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It’s all about ME
I like ageLOC Me because it is so
convenient to use, and I get my
own customized formula for my skin
type. Most importantly, I noticed
that my skin is firmer and the spots
appear lighter! It is not just me who
feels the significant differences;
many others have also commented
that I look younger now. This gives
me great confidence and I really
love this cool and high-tech gadget!

Personal
Skin Care Code

It seems like a mismatch for a man
to talk about skin care. However,
ageLOC Me is truly an amazing
innovative product that allows me
to enjoy the advanced technology
with exclusive, customized personal
care formula.

NX25

PICHET SUKKANIWAST

SELENIUM CHAI
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I love ageLOC Me because it
addresses the key skin care challenge
faced by most men – not knowing how
to select the most appropriate skin care
product. With ageLOC Me, achieving
youthful skin is a simple stretch of the
palm away!
GAVIN SIM

People I know noticed my younger
appearance after using this new
product for two months. The
improvement is remarkable and I
could really feel the difference. I’m
glad to be able to customize my own
skin care formula. ageLOC Me is like
a tailor made wardrobe that we can
adjust again and again to fit our needs
perfectly, at all time.
RATCHADAWAN
INGKAWIMONSRI

ageLOC Me is the most efficient
and effective skin care regime I have
ever used. This simple customized
skin care regimen improves my skin
condition tremendously - my pores
appear smaller, my skin feels firmer.
ageLOC Me lifts up my confidence
and it is by far the skin care that gets
me the most compliments. If you
have never tried, you will never know.
I love ageLOC Me!
GLENDA LEE
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I have never thought that there
would be any brand that could allow
me to customize my own personal
care formula! ageLOC Me is truly
an state-of-the-arts innovation
that creates breakthrough in the
personal care industry. Try it! I’m
sure you’ll love it like I do!
CHANSITH
YODPRUEDTIKARN
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I’m truly impressed with the
discovery of this new innovation ageLOC Me. It is when Genetic
Science meets Award Winning
Design; when Innovative Thinking
meets Personal Human Touch;
when 30 years of Tradition meets
Advanced Online Customization.
It’s just beyond words! Imagine the
potential in your hands!

In today’s world where technology
plays a huge part of our life, quality
is no longer the only factor when it
comes to decision making. Design
counts! ageLOC Me wins mine
with its stunning appearance,
backed by Best Design Awards
coupled with its trendy functions.
It’s so uniquely me; only me; ageLoc
Me - it’s going to be with me!

WILLING TAN

BHAKANUNDH THANASOM

Frankly, I cannot find the right word
to describe ageLOC Me. It is just too
amazing! It’s customized. It’s simple,
and it’s time-saving. With it by my side,
I can spend more time taking care of
my grand child now!

ageLOC Me works wonderfully for
me! No more confusion caused by
complicated procedures with the
simple, time saving ageLOC Me.
You can feel the touch of innovation
beyond imagination! The more I use it,
the more I love it! Softer skin with less
significant fine lines speak it all!
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MRS. YAP PECK KONG
(MADAM KOH YEOK CHOO)
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THANAKRIT SOMKIATKUL

ageLOC Me - It’s all about me.
I can now look younger with this
new innovation. It is the perfect
anti-aging serum for me. The
confidence and elegance in us are
our best assets. ageLOC Me helps
in prolonging youthful appearance,
allowing me to Discover The Best
Me! ageLOC Me is my choice.
Yours?
EVELYN LAI

ageLOC Me helps me to organize
my skin care regime into a more
convenient way. It innovatively
makes my skin care routine more
fun! With only 2 steps to complete
my daily routine, any mother of
three like me would truly appreciate
the extra time I saved.
PAKAKORN NUTITHAWAT
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ageLOC Me is the world’s first
customized skin care device.
The technology is so smart and
personally I find this the best
innovation ever! After using
ageLOC Me, my skin is firmer and
more radiant. I look younger too!
Thank you Nu Skin!
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CARINE ONG
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ageLOC Me is the most innovative
personal care product that boosts
my confidence, to reveal my
younger-looking skin. It really
feels wonderful to hear others
compliment us for having radiant,
glowing skin. No other brand in the
market is brave enough to allow
its users to customize their own
formulas! With ageLOC Me, this is
really an exclusive privilege!
KHWANJIT JAISAMUT

Simplicity with customization is
sophistication. ageLOC Me is
sophistication made available to
everyone who uses it. I love the feeling
of being able to decide on the skin care
formulation according to my needs.
Every personal assessment provides a
unique skin code that brings about a
masterpiece in skin improvement!

Lotion in typical skin care range is
commonly generic to fit all skin types.
However, with ageLOC Me, even
individuals with same skin type can
customize their own formula magically,
to fit the user’s preference. ageLOC
Me allows us to customize our own
formula and stay as beautiful as we are!

SUSAN TAN

NIRAPORN KAEWTIPPAYANET

I love ageLOC Me because it is
so easy to use! For a busy guy like
me who finds skin care regimes
cumbersome, ageLOC Me is
a godsend. Simple, hygienic,
sleek, high-tech and married with
smartphone technology, everyone
should have one.
DR. MUHAMMAD TAUFIQ
BIN RASHID
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My feeling after trying ageLOC
Me? Just love it! I love the innovative
design and unique customization of
the product that best suits our skin.
It’s truly one of its kind, and nothing
can compare to it! It simplifies my
daily routine! ageLOC Me, I love it
so much!
PAKAKUL
PONGPRUETHAKOT
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ageLOC Me’s stylish design
caught my attention. I feel even
greater after using it as it helps to
improve the exact spots that require
improvement. It just perfectly suits
us. Skin care has never been so
simple!

ageLOC Me is just perfect for me!
It customizes the formula to fit our
needs individually while saving our
time from going through the bottles
every day and night. It’s the best
personal care regime one could
have!
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SARUCHA DOLPARIPHAT

AMY KHOR

To me, ageLOC Me is a gift. I have
been longing for a skin care regime
that can suit my skin perfectly all these
years, and now it has finally arrived. So
happy and grateful to Nu Skin for this
customized ageLOC Me! Nothing can
satisfied our skin, but “me”!
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SUNEERAT SANGVIROJKUL

ANNIE WOO
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ageLOC Me is the most simple
way for me to pamper my skin with
uniquely, customized formula designed
only for me. My skin is uniquely
different from others, so why not to
keep my skin care unique too?
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Though we’re twins, we enjoy different
lifestyles and have different preferences,
but we definitely share an unique
personality – being perfectionists! With
this, Nu Skin’s ageLOC Me is absolutely
the answer to our perfect personal care
solution. For the most part, it offers us
the technology that amazingly allows us
to create an individual skin care solution
that meet own needs, uniquely, and
perfectly!
CHANOKNART SOMKIATKUL
MANASSANAN SOMKIATKUL

I’m impressed that I can customize
my personal care formula to get
the exact formula that fits my skin
type. The more I use it, the more I
like it, especially with the immediate,
significant improvement that one
can notice. Most importantly, when
we use the app to order the new
set of products, I really feel that I’m
following the trend with the high
technology application.
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MAHAPRAN KAEWSIT
The sharing is based on the personal experience of the interviewees. It does not represent the view or position of Nu Skin. Individual results may vary depending
on multiple factors including skin condition, age, family, race and environment.

Awards

Nu Skin’s ageLOC Me won Happi’s
second annual Readers’ Choice AntiAging Product of the Year contest.

Sponsored by TechWorld, ageLOC
Me received the 2016 Techie award
for the Most Innovative Retail Product,
which celebrates innovation, disruption
and entrepreneurship in the UK.

ageLOC Me received a platinum A’
DesignAwardinthe Beauty,PersonalCare
and Cosmetic Products Design category.
The A’ Design Awards recognize projects
that focus on innovation, technology,
design and creativity.

Nu Skin ageLOC Me was honored as a
winner in the 2015 Good Design Awards
by Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of
Architecture and Design and The
European Centre for Architecture Art
Design and Urban Studies.

ageLOC Me was selected by a panel
of industry experts as a 2016 Top
Innovation.
One of UK’s top natural beauty blog,
Beauty Shortlist awarded ageLOC Me
the 2016 the Best Beauty Supplement/
Device/Skincare Innovation category.

As a finalist in the 2015 Spark Design
awards, ageLOC Me was honored
for its solution that solves everyday
problems for people.
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